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Abstract: The application of augmented reality (AR) technology has revolutionized the memorable
tourism experience (MTE) of travelers, while challenging traditional destination marketing practices.
As AR technology emerges as a promising approach to enhancing tourists’ experiences in tourism
destinations, it becomes increasingly crucial to delve into the specific mechanisms through which
AR generates MTE. Therefore, this study integrated MTE into the various conceptual structures of
the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), aiming to explore the antecedents and consequences of
MTE formation within the TAM framework. Additionally, the specific relationship between TAM
and different degrees of MTE was also discussed. The results indicated that perceived usefulness
(PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU) of AR technology are antecedents for MTE formation. In the
High-MTE group, both PU and PEOU had a significant effect on MTE, but in the Low-MTE group,
only PEOU had a significant effect on MTE. At the same time, the attitude towards usage (ATU) and
the behavioral intention (BI) of AR are two significant consequences of MTE, in which ATU also plays
the role of mediator between MTE and BI. Specifically, in the high-MTE group, MTE has a significant
positive effect on both the ATU and BI of AR, while the Low-MTE group influences BI only through
the complete mediating effect of ATU. This study enriched the existing literature by exploring a new
model of using AR to enhance MTE, providing significant implications for future tourism research
and the sustainable development of tourist destinations.

Keywords: augmented reality (AR); Technology Acceptance Model (TAM); memorable tourism
experience (MTE); tourism; antecedents and consequences

1. Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) technology is a new technology that can enhance and trans-
form the objects around the user through computers and other devices [1], and it has
been widely used in many fields, such as tourism [2]. In the field of tourism practice, AR
technology can eliminate barriers in time and space, providing tourists with immersive
tourism experiences that can be accessed anytime and anywhere [3]. At the same time, AR
technology can also play the role of a traditional tour guide to help tourists gain physical,
emotional, cognitive, and social experiences related to tourist destinations [4,5]. Due to its
ability to enhance the tourist experience without compromising the integrity of tourism
resources, AR is often employed to enhance the sustainable development potential of
tourist destinations [3]. Recently, many tourism destination managers have introduced AR
technology into destination marketing, publicity, and promotion [6,7], thus revealing the
economic benefits of AR technology for tourism destinations. In terms of tourism academic
research, most of the relevant research works from the literature focus on user acceptance
of AR [8,9] and user experience of AR [10,11].

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is currently one of the most widely used
models to explain tourists’ willingness to accept and use AR technology in tourist desti-
nations [8,12]. Researchers mostly expand TAM by adding external variables to predict
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tourists’ acceptance of AR technology [8]. Previous research conclusions have shown that
the objective attributes of AR technology (such as convenience) and tourists’ subjective
perception of AR technology (such as perceived usefulness) are the most important factors
for the acceptance of AR technology [9,13]. In addition, a small number of studies point out
that user experience also plays an important role in the acceptance of AR technology [14].
For example, Li et al. (2022) [15] integrated TAM and General Learning Outcomes to
conclude that the learning experience of lantern tourism had a positive impact on the
acceptance of AR technology. These studies have certain academic value for understanding
tourists’ AR acceptance, but in-depth discussions on the relationship between tourism
experience and TAM are still limited.

A memorable tourism experience (MTE) is a tourism experience that is remembered
and recalled by tourists [16]. Shaping tourism experiences for tourists, and how to trans-
form these tourism experiences into unique and memorable experiences, are regarded
as the key issues that destinations must tackle to achieve a competitive advantage and
sustainable development [17,18]. In current AR tourism research, scholars generally ac-
cept that the use of AR technology in the destination will bring tourists a different travel
experience and even produce a memorable experience [2,10,11]. Previous research stud-
ies have generally emphasized the important role of AR technology in tourist memories
and tourism experience, and have discussed the benefits and value of these experiences,
mediated by AR technology, for tourism and tourist destinations [3,19]. Therefore, AR
serves as a technical medium to connect individuals to experiences. An individual attains
benefits from the MTE generated by AR, and during this experience process, tourists’
acceptance of AR technology (such as technology maturity and the degree of human-
ized design) plays a critical role in affecting their perception and formation quality of an
MTE [20,21]. However, how the mechanism of action of AR technology aids a destination
in producing memorable experiences is still not clear and is still in the exploratory stage,
and there is no specific research on the relationship between TAM and MTE. Therefore, the
role of TAM in AR technology with regard to the formation of MTE is worthy of in-depth
and further exploration.

Furthermore, a review of the existing studies revealed that previous research on AR
tourism has predominantly focused on indoor exhibitions, museum visits, and galleries,
with limited exploration of the AR experience in natural tourism contexts. The nature of
the tourism experience varies significantly between indoor and outdoor environments.
Specifically, indoor environments such as museums and galleries tend to be relatively
stable and simple, leading to a concentrated perception of the AR technology itself [22–24].
Consequently, the experiences generated in such environments are relatively repeatable.
Meanwhile, in the outdoor or natural environment, there are more complicated factors,
which bring complexity and uncertainty to the tourism experience. In this case, com-
pared with indoor environment, AR activities have to ensure a stable experience quality,
but may also encounter more interaction and occurrences of small accidental events [25].
Therefore, more empirical research is needed that focuses on this relatively complex AR ex-
perience to understand the relationship between AR experience and technology acceptance;
unfortunately, this field is yet to be fully explored [11,26].

In order to fill the above research gaps, the main purpose of this study was to explore
the specific relationship between TAM and MTE in regard to AR in the context of outdoor
heritage tourism, and to verify the contextual applicability of TAM in this context. Specifi-
cally, this study mainly addressed the following two questions: (1) How do the conceptual
variables of TAM affect MTE? And (2) What are the differences in the specific strengths of
the relationship between TAM and MTE for different groups of tourists? Therefore, this
study examined two elements of TAM, namely perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived
ease of use (PEOU), as antecedents to the formation of MTEs. Additionally, we explored
attitude towards usage (ATU) and behavioral intention (BI) as consequences of MTE, while
examining the mediating role of ATU between MTE and BI. This research paper contributes
to a better understanding of the impact of AR activities on the formation of MTE through
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its analysis of the mechanisms of operation prior to or after MTE, and it also helps establish
the relationship between specific dimensions of TAM and MTE. This study validated the
situational applicability of TAM in outdoor heritage tourism with AR, thereby extending
the scope of TAM’s application in research, in terms of the acceptance of emerging technolo-
gies in tourism. Additionally, this research enhances understanding of tourists’ attitudes
and behaviors towards the use of AR technology in heritage sites, and further explores the
diverse experiences that AR technology provides to tourists. These insights are believed to
offer valuable suggestions on sustainable development in heritage tourism destinations.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Augmented Reality in Tourism

Augmented reality (AR) is an ingenious technology that seamlessly integrates virtual
information into the real environment, enhancing the user’s sensory perception (such as
vision and hearing) by superimposing digital information such as images, audio, and
video [27,28]. Therefore, AR technology has a variety of aesthetic, entertainment, educa-
tional, and other diverse experiential values [19,29]. With the evolving times and technolog-
ical advancements, people are changing their travel preferences, and the interaction mode
facilitated by AR technology demonstrates significant potential for development [1,30].
AR technology has the capability to offer physical, emotional, and cognitive experiences
related to tourist destinations [31]. The incorporation of AR technology into the tourism
domain not only signifies the integration of information technology into human life and
space [31,32], but also serves as a significant medium for generating distinctive human
behaviors and emotional experiences [33,34], effectively fulfilling certain bodily functions,
such as perception and gaze.

From the perspective of the entire spectrum of tourism stakeholders, AR is acknowl-
edged to hold economic, experiential, social, cultural, and historical educational values
in the domain of tourism applications [3]. Particularly prominent is its extensive applica-
tion within heritage management and preservation endeavors [35,36]. The integration of
AR technology into the domain of tourism has garnered heightened scholarly attention
towards tourists’ receptiveness to AR technology, as well as the transformative experiential
shifts instigated by AR [8,9,37,38]. Additionally, several studies [6,7,39] have delved into
exploring the benefits AR brings to tourist destinations, including economic and social
advantages. However, at its core, all these research topics are more or less connected to the
travel experiences facilitated by AR technology [31,40].

The technological embodiment of AR technology in tourist attractions affects the
enjoyment and enhances the experience of tourist attractions [31,41]. The environmental
embedding and simulated physical control of AR create a restorative experience for tourists,
while also promoting the immersive experience of tourists [37]. For example, in an art
gallery setting, a wearable AR app helps visitors to understand connections between paint-
ings, and to personalize their learning experience [22]. AR technology can even provide
various sensory stimuli at different stages of tourism, thereby creating a multisensory expe-
rience for travelers [42,43]. These previous studies to some extent highlight the experiential
value of AR in tourism applications, and are of great research value in explaining the
acceptance of AR, as well as the destination benefits generated by AR.

However, in reality, tourism experiences generated by AR may not universally supe-
rior to those of original environment, because tourism experiences tend to be variable due
to both subjective and objective factors [44,45]. One study [8] found out that respondents
using innovative technology recalled less from their trip than a control group, indicating
they paid more attention to the device itself rather than to their immediate experience
of the environment. Another study [22] reported that use of AR may reduce interac-
tions among customers and hence the social acceptability of AR technology. Also, the
challenges identified revolved around factors such as ease-of-use, time commitment, etc.
Indeed, usability (ease-of-use) emerges as a significant challenge in some researches [46],
but emerges as a substantial advantage in others [47]. These inconsistent findings un-
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derline the complex relationship between AR technology and tourists’ subjective experi-
ences, thereby revealing knowledge gaps in the mechanisms through which AR generates
tourist experience.

2.2. Memorable Tourism Experience (MTE)

The concept of MTE has been well-articulated in the research fields of psychology,
sociology, marketing, etc., and has been widely used in various disciplines. As the subli-
mation of the connotation of tourism experience, MTE is defined as “tourism experiences
that are remembered and recalled after the occurrence of the event” [16], and these tourism
experiences are often positive [48,49]. However, some negative travel experiences, such
as negative emotions or bad situational encounters, could also form strong memories of
travel [50,51]. An MTE is based on tourists’ selective construction of tourism experience,
and has strong subjectivity and heterogeneity [16,52]. Providing tourists with MTE has
been proven to be the key to maintain a sustainable competitiveness for tourism desti-
nations [53,54]. Due to the characteristics and importance of MTE, translating tourism
experience into MTE has become the most challenging task for tourism destinations. In aca-
demic research, scholars have produced rich elaborations and discussions on the formation
dimensions of MTE, among which the seven-dimensional structure of Kim et al. (2012) [16]
is the most established. Later, the antecedents and consequences of the MTE also re-
ceived widespread attention. Destination attributes, social attributes, situational attributes,
and tourists’ emotional psychology have been proved to have an effect on the forma-
tion of MTE [55–57]. At the same time, revisit intention, word-of-mouth evaluation, and
satisfaction have emerged as important behavioral and psychological consequences of
MTE [58–60].

In existing related research, scholars have explored tourists’ MTEs from different
tourism situations. In early classical studies, narrative memory was the research method
used to determine the specific dimensions of MTE and the behavioral outcomes of MTE
formation [49,61]. However, due to the specificity of tourism situations, the conclusions of
the above related research cannot be well extended to actual tourism scenarios. Therefore,
studies have begun to explore the formation and outcomes of MTE in realistic tourism
situations, such as gastronomic tourism experiences [57], cultural tourism experiences [62],
and dark tourism experiences, etc. [63]. For example, in the study of gourmet tourism [64],
scholars have pointed out that local food experiences should be included in the local
cultural dimension of the MTE. In the context of sightseeing bus tours, one study [65]
pointed out that the six-dimensional attributes of the destination should be included in the
antecedents of MTE. These studies helped validate the cross-contextual properties of the
MTE concept and its measurement, and demonstrated the necessity of studying MTE in
different contexts.

Recently, there has been growing interest among scholars in exploring the antecedents
and consequences of MTE within the context of new technologies. The integration of
heritage culture with cutting-edge technology in an immersive context can not only preserve
and manage heritage, but may also contribute to the formation of MTE [2]. Previous
research has shown that the implementation of smart tourism technology in museums could
generate MTE more effectively than traditional museum environments and services, which
positively influences tourists’ intentions to return [66]. It has been noted that a high level
of smart tourism technology infrastructure in tourist destinations can significantly impact
tourists’ MTE, which improves satisfaction and destination loyalty [52,67]. Meanwhile,
previous study indicated that the perceived behavioral control of mobile application quality
had a positive impact on MTE by reducing mobility stress for tourists [68]. Recently, the
relationship between AR technology and MTE has received great attention in the field of
tourism research. It has been argued that the four experiential values of AR—education,
aesthetics, escapism, and entertainment— could influence tourists’ satisfaction and memory
of science festivals, as well as their intentions to participate in scientific research [20].
Furthermore, in a study on the AR technology experience of a Chinese heritage site, AR
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technology enhanced tourists’ knowledge exploration and novelty perception, which led to
comprehensive changes in their MTE [11]. However, despite providing evidence that AR
affects MTE, the specific relationship between the two has not been fully explored, and the
specific mechanism through which AR forms MTE has not yet been determined.

2.3. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and AR tourism

The successful implementation of technology largely depends on user acceptance of
the technology [69]. The TAM is currently the most widely used model for measuring
users’ acceptance of technology, and has been extensively validated in various fields [70,71].
Initially used to explain the attitudes and behaviors of computer users [72], TAM has since
been applied to analyze the adoption of technology in diverse contexts, such as mobile
application technology [73], online service technology [74], AR technology [75], and so on.
Within the TAM framework, PU, PEOU, and ATU are regarded as essential determinants
of user acceptance behavior [72]. Nevertheless, numerous studies have highlighted the
significant role of external variables in influencing users’ attitudes and behavioral intentions
towards technology adoption [76,77]. For instance, in a study on the adoption of mobile
Internet services, positive technology readiness drivers such as innovation and optimism
were identified as external influencing factors shaping user usage behavior [78], and these
external variables further extended the contextual applicability of TAM by elucidating
various technological features.

Due to the simplicity and contextual adaptability of the TAM framework, it has been
widely employed in acceptance studies of tourism technology. Model extensions, incor-
porating elements such as self-determination theory [79], experience structure [80,81], and
perception of technological features [82], have been introduced to predict and elucidate the
use of tourism technologies. Notably, AR technology, as a prominently utilized innovation
within the realm of tourism applications, has captivated scholars’ attention regarding
tourists’ attitudes and behaviors toward its acceptance [8]. Relevant research has expanded
the external variables of AR technology acceptance, based on both tourist perceptions and
technological characteristics [8,13]. For instance, Tom Dieck et al. (2018) [8] proposed that
AR acceptance studies in urban heritage tourism encompass even dimensions, including
information quality, system quality, and so on. These elements are seen to complement PU
and PEOU in explaining AR technology acceptance [9,13]. However, Assaker (2020) [70]
emphasized gender-based disparities in the impact of PU and PEOU on technological
acceptance behaviors. Scholars have also argued that some inconsistencies may partly stem
from variations in tourists’ usage experiences in technology [14].

In the era of experience economy, the role of user experience has gradually emerged.
Nowadays, tourism experience seems to play a more important role than other perceptual
factors in the formation of users’ acceptance towards new technologies [77,83]. For example,
Huang et al. (2013) [84] emphasized the important role of hedonic elements in user accep-
tance of 3D virtual tourism, such as enjoyment, emotional participation, positive emotions
and flow experience. Kim et al. (2016) [85] highlighted the role of attachment experience
in older travel groups’ willingness to use mobile devices. In a study of tourists’ behavior,
travel experience was regarded as an important moderator of the relationship between
tourists’ purchase intention and actual purchase behavior [86]. Therefore, when studying
AR acceptance in tourism, it is necessary to emphasize the role of tourism experience and
explicate the specific relationship between the two.

3. Model Development and Hypotheses
3.1. The Antecedents of AR Memorable Tourism Experience in TAM

In classical studies of TAM, PU refers to the subjective feeling of using a particular
technology or application system to improve individual work performance in an organiza-
tional environment. PEOU is defined as the ease with which a user can use a particular
technology [72]. In the TAM’s theoretical structure, PEOU was identified and theorized
as a general determinant of PU [87]. For example, Venkatesh et al. (2000) [88] proposed
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TAM2 with four longitudinal field studies and demonstrated PEOU’s cognitive process
on explaining PU. Later, Venkatesh et al. (2008) [89] extended TAM to TAM3, and further
verified the positive effect of PEOU on PU. Therefore, it is proposed herein that in the
context of AR tourism, the easier it is for tourists to master and use AR technology, the
stronger the usefulness of AR technology that is perceived by tourists. The proposed
hypothesis is as follows:

H1. Tourists’ PEOU of AR technology positively affects tourists’ PU of AR technology.

In tourism research, previous studies on technology acceptance have consistently
demonstrated that the PU and PEOU of new technologies have a positive influence on
tourists’ travel experience. For instance, Huang et al. (2013) [84] found that PU and
PEOU positively affected tourists’ hedonic travel experience in technology acceptance of
3D tourism experiences. Subsequently, in their research combining TAM with experience
structure, Huang et al. (2019) [80] revealed that perceived usability and PU had a positive
impact on the mobile application experience of hotel consumers. Kim et al. (2021) [68]
explored the relationship between mobile apps and the MTE of Korean tourists, with the
results indicating that the usefulness, trust, and interactivity of mobile apps positively
influenced tourists’ MTE, and that mobile application could raise reuse intentions by
reducing flow stress. Similarly, in an exploration of determinants of smart tourism service
experience, Li et al. (2021) [90] indicated that the perceived pleasure and PU of smart
tourism had a positive impact on the evaluation of service experience. In another study,
Li et al. (2022) [91] also highlighted the impact of the PU and PEOU of virtual technology
on tourists’ hedonic experience during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, based on these
findings, we propose the following two hypotheses for this study:

H2. Tourists’ PEOU of AR technology has a positive impact on MTE generated by AR.

H3. Tourists’ PU of AR technology has a positive impact on MTE generated by AR.

3.2. The Consequences of AR Memorable Tourism Experience in TAM

Throughout tourists’ entire travel process, the MTE significantly influences the attitude to-
wards the tourism destination or tourism activities [92,93]. For instance, Sharma et al. (2019) [94]
highlighted that the MTE generated in yoga tourism led to an attitude shift towards the
destination’s image, which ultimately influenced the satisfaction evaluation. Similarly,
in culinary tourism activities, memorable food experiences can shape positive attitudes
not only towards the specific food encountered, but also towards the overall tourist des-
tination [64]. Moreover, in various studies investigating attitudes towards new tourism
technologies, it has been confirmed that tourists’ ATU of these technologies was also
directly influenced by their overall experiences. For instance, a study exploring factors
affecting the acceptance of mobile applications identified both technical experience and
tourist experience as important factors impacting ATU [77]. Building on these insights, we
put forth the following assumption for our research:

H4. Tourists’ MTE generated by AR has a positive impact on their ATU of AR.

Indeed, previous research on tourist MTE has extensively demonstrated the relation-
ship between MTE and tourists’ BI. Numerous studies [58,95] have associated tourists’
word-of-mouth evaluation, return intention, and duration of stay at destinations with
the consequences of MTE. It is noteworthy that creating unique memories and providing
memorable experiences can lead to positive and repetitive tourist behaviors [58]. Similarly,
this interesting finding has also been validated in studies on tourist technology accep-
tance [14]. For instance, in a study exploring the factors influencing tourists’ acceptance of
mobile devices, researchers highlighted that technology experience, travel experience, PU,
and PEOU collectively impacted tourists’ attitudes towards using mobile technology [77].
In another study on mobile application acceptance, researchers further confirmed that
four types of customer experiences, entertainment, education, esthetics, and escapism, di-
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rectly and positively influenced the intention to use mobile application [80]. Subsequently,
Jung et al. (2020) [24] further investigated the indirect effect of four experience types on
AR usage intention mediated by perceived value. By applying the stress-coping theory,
Kim et al. (2021) [68] concluded that when tourists used mobile apps, they experienced less
stress, thereby leading to the formation of MTE, which subsequently shaped their positive
attitudes towards mobile apps and willingness to reuse them. Based on the compelling
evidence from these studies, we speculate that the MTE formed through the usage of AR
technology at tourism destinations will further influence tourists’ intention to use AR
technology. Based on this, we propose the following hypothesis:

H5. Tourists’ MTE generated by AR has a positive impact on their BI to use AR technology.

In previous studies of TAM, the importance of ATU has been fully elaborated upon [72].
In classic TAM studies, researchers have pointed out that the intention to use a certain
technology was determined by the user’s attitude towards using it [88]. In other words,
if a person has a positive emotional attitude when using technology, this can change the
individual’s behavioral intention and form her/his acceptance of the technology. This result
then was further verified in subsequent research within various disciplines, such as smart
tourism [40], hotel mobile application marketing [77], etc. Based on the above discussions
on the influence of MTE on ATU and BI, we speculate that attitude towards using AR
technology plays a mediating role in the relationship between MTE and BI. Therefore, the
following hypotheses were proposed:

H6. Tourists’ ATU of AR has a significant positive impact on their BI to use AR technology.

H7. MTE generated by AR technology can indirectly affect tourists’ BI to use AR technology
through their ATU of AR.

Based on the above reviews and analysis, the present study integrates the basic
structure of TAM and MTE, and the proposed conceptual model and hypotheses are shown
in Figure 1.
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4. Methodology
4.1. Research Site and AR App Design

The research was conducted as part of the Smart Tourism Application of Augmented
Reality Research Project in Badaling Forest Park, Beijing, China, which is a famous forest
leisure tourism attraction in China. Badaling National Forest Park is located between Badal-
ing and Juyong Pass on the Great Wall. The park is known for its signature activity of red
leaf viewing, which attracts numerous tourists seeking leisure and sightseeing experiences.

To achieve the research objectives and address the research questions, the research
team conducted interviews with twelve park tourists and two park management personnel
in November 2017. Through these interviews, we identified the unique tourism resources
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of the park and the types of tourist experiences that could be offered. Based on this
information, the team engaged a professional software company to develop an AR mobile
application. The app consists of four experience programs that offer activities related
to the Great Wall, red leaf landscape, four-season scenery, and forest animals. With AR
Experience Project 1, tourists could have the experience of taking photos with different
cartoon animals by scanning the Chinese character at the main gate: “Hongye Ling”.
With AR Activity 2, tourists could choose “Cotinus” to experience the growth process of
red-leaf plants by presenting the growth stages and characteristics of red-leaf plants with
soft music against the background of real natural scenes. With AR Experience Project 3,
tourists could “destroy” enemies by clicking on “invaders” on the Great Wall to score
points and have a virtual experience of guarding the Great Wall through the game. The last
experience activity uses the real scene as the background, with different background music,
to appreciate the four seasons of the attraction’s characteristic flora and fauna, to help
tourists further understand the attraction’s characteristic resources and ecological value.

In addition, we conducted a pre-test on 30 college students in May 2018, and the app
performed well enough to be used in this study.

4.2. Measurement Scales and Questionnaire Design

All measurement items in this study were designed based on a literature review and
the specific conditions of the park. Four classical measurement variables from previous
TAM researches [88,96] were used after modification. Specifically, PEOU was used to
estimate travelers’ perceived ease of using the AR APP. PU was used to evaluate the extent
to which tourists use AR applications to improve tourism efficiency. ATU was used to
assess tourists’ attitude towards AR technology after experiencing AR activities. BI was
used to assess tourists’ actual acceptance of AR applications after using them. As for MTE,
we applied Kim et al. (2012)’s research [16], which divided MTE into 7 dimensions and
24 items. Baes on the AR tourism context of this current study, we separated excitement
from the hedonic dimension, and freedom from the refreshing dimension, thus resulting in
nine dimensions. The structure of all measurement items was evaluated using a 5-point
Likert scale, ranging from “1” (strongly disagree) to “5” (strongly agree).

At the end of the questionnaire, respondents’ travel behavior patterns and demo-
graphic information were collected.

4.3. Data Collection and Sample Characteristics

The survey was conducted in October 2018 and October 2019. Prior to each formal
data collection, the AR application was installed on research assistants’ smart phones and
was pre-tested to ensure normal functioning. In the formal data collection, we randomly
selected respondents at the exit and some main rest areas of the park, and informed them
of the research purpose and main process. After obtaining the consent of the respondents,
a formal investigation was carried out (Figure 2). The research assistant gave a brief
introduction to the mobile app and asked participants to use it independently to complete
four AR experience activities.

After the AR experience, respondents were asked to complete the MTE survey ques-
tions, as well as their PEOU, PU, ATU and BI of TAM on AR experience, as well as their
demographic information. In this study, a total of 303 questionnaires were collected on-site,
and after eliminating 28 invalid questionnaires, 275 valid questionnaires were obtained,
with an effective rate of 90.8%.

Most of the respondents were between 20 and 40 years (70%), more than half of the
respondents were female (59.3%), and most were Beijing residents (90.2%). The majority of
the respondents were single (42.5%), followed by married people with children (37.5%). In
terms of their previous travel experiences of Badaling National Forest Park, about 81.1% of
respondents had never visited this park before (Table 1).
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Table 1. Sample characteristics (N = 275).

Characteristics Percentage (N (%)) Characteristics Percentage (N (%))

Age Marital status
<20 7 (2.6) Married with children 103 (37.5)
20–40 193 (70.0) Married without children 30 (10.9)
40–60 61 (22.1) Single 117 (42.5)
>60 14 (5.2) Other 25 (9.1)

Gender Education
Male 112 (40.7) High school 15 (5.5)
Female 163 (59.3) College 34 (12.5)
Residence Bachelor’s 158 (57.4)
Beijing 248 (90.2) Master’s/PhD 60 (21.7)
Other 27 (9.8) Others 8 (2.9)

Occupation Previous visits to this park
Management level 24 (8.7) None 223 (81.1)
Business staff 115 (41.8) 2–5 visits 44 (16.0)
Government and institute 42 (15.3) >5 visits 8 (2.9)
Freelancer 18 (6.5)
Students 59 (21.5)
Homemaker 6 (2.2)
Other 11 (4)

5. Data Analysis and Results
5.1. Measurement Model Test

Before the hypothesis verification, the measurement model was examined in terms of
content, discriminant, and convergent validity. Since all measurements in this study were
designed based on previous studies, it could be considered that the content validity of this
study was good. Discriminant validity was assessed by comparing the average variance
extracted (AVE) with the correlations among constructs [97]. Tables 2 and 3 show that
the measurements in this study had good discriminative validity. As for the convergence
validity, Cronbach’s α coefficient and composite reliability (CR) were evaluated [98], and
the values of these measured variables were both greater than the recommended threshold
of 0.7 (Table 2), thus verifying the convergence validity. Consequently, combined with
discriminant validity and convergence validity, the measurement model in this study
was acceptable.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and reliability and convergent validity of the scale.

Construct/Item Mean Loading CR AVE α

PU (Perceived Usefulness) 4.24
0.921 0.853 0.829PU1-AR activities help me acquire information better about this park 4.28 0.929

PU2-AR activities enhanced my tourism experience in this park 4.2 0.918
PEOU (Perceived Ease of Use) 4.225

0.938 0.883 0.867PEOU1-very easy to use 4.27 0.939
PEOU2-I experienced the AR activities efficiently 4.18 0.94

ATU (Attitudes Towards Usage) 4.175
0.961 0.925 0.919ATU1-activities are very beneficial 4.21 0.961

ATU2-activities are very interesting 4.14 0.963
BI (Behavioral Intention) 4.05 — — — — — — — —

BI-I’m happy to use this app when visiting this park 4.05
MTE (Memorable Tourism Experience) 4.09

0.971 0.789 0.966

MTE1-Exciting: I’m thrilled about having a new experience 4.11 0.888
MTE2-Hedonism: I really enjoyed this tourism experience 4.09 0.92

MTE3-Novelty: It was a unique experience 4.11 0.867

MTE4-local culture: I experienced the local features closely 4.1 0.905

MTE5-Refreshment: I feel liberated and refreshed 4.1 0.925

MTE6-Freedom: I enjoyed a sense of freedom 4.07 0.902

MTE7-Meaningfulness: I feel the experience is meaningful and I
learned about myself

3.99 0.863

MTE8-Involvement: I visited a place that I really wanted to go to and
enjoyed activities that I was really interested in 4.07 0.862

MTE9-Knowledge: The experience provided me with the chance of
to explore and gain knowledge

4.18 0.858

Table 3. Correlation matrix and discriminant validity.

Constructs ATU BI MTE PEOU PU

ATU 0.962
BI 0.833 1

MTE 0.784 0.724 0.888
PEOU 0.814 0.723 0.752 0.94

PU 0.782 0.71 0.731 0.811 0.924

5.2. Structural Model and Hypothesis Testing

Smart-PLS 3.3.9 software was applied to structural equation modeling and empirical
analysis. Specifically, we used PLS-SEM to verify the relationship between PU, PEOU, MTE,
ATU, and BI. Following the latest criteria proposed by Hair et al. (2019) [99], the hypoth-
esis relationship can be evaluated based on the path coefficient (β) and the explanatory
variance (R2) of the dependent variable (Table 4). Just as described in previous studies,
the standardized path coefficient between PEOU and PU was 0.811 (p = 0.000), and the
standardized path coefficient between ATU and BI was 0.689 (p = 0.000). Hypotheses
1 and 6 were verified. In the context of AR tourism, the PEOU (β = 0.464, p = 0.000) and
PU (β = 0.355, p = 0.000) of AR technology had a significant positive impact on MTE, and
hypotheses 2 and 3 were valid. In turn, MTE positively affected ATU (β = 0.784, p = 0.000)
and BI (β = 0.184, p = 0.004), which led to hypothesis 4 and 5 being supported by this study.

To verify the mediating effect of ATU, the Process plug-in provided by SPSS was used
to examine its direct/indirect effect on the relationship between MTE and BI. According
to the result, the regression model was significant (R2 = 0.7067, p < 0.001). Bootstrap
sampling results are shown in Table 5. The direct effect of MTE on BI was 0.219 (p < 0.001),
the indirect effect was 0.651 (p < 0.001), and the total effect of MTE on BI was as high as
0.870 (p < 0.001), indicating that MTE was a very important factor in explaining tourists’
intention to use AR technology. The hypothesis 7 was confirmed.
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Table 4. Hypothesis testing results.

Hypotheses Path Coefficient β S.E. T Value p Value Hypothesis Results

H1: PEOU→PU 0.811 0.029 28.124 0.000 supported
H2: PEOU→MTE 0.464 0.068 6.824 0.000 supported

H3: PU→MTE 0.355 0.069 5.148 0.000 supported
H4: MTE→ATU 0.784 0.034 23.057 0.000 supported

H5: MTE→BI 0.184 0.064 2.865 0.004 supported
H6: ATU→BI 0.689 0.070 9.901 0.000 supported

Table 5. Mediating effect of ATU.

Effect BootSE BootLLCI BootULCI Ratio of Effect

Indirect effect 0.651 0.071 0.507 0.786 74.83%
Direct effect 0.219 0.077 0.081 0.384 25.17%
Total effect 0.870 0.052 0.765 0.973

R2 reflects the proportion of variance of the dependent variable, as explained by the
predicted value (Figure 3). The R2 value of PU was 0.658, so PEOU explained 65.8 percent
of the variance of PU; the R2 value of MTE was 0.609, indicating that the direct and indirect
effects of two antecedents (PEOU and PU) fully explained 60.9% of the variance of MTE,
further proving that PEOU and PU are extremely important antecedents of MTE. The
R2 value of ATU was 0.615, indicating that the direct influence of MTE fully revealed 61.5%
of the variance of ATU. The R2 value of BI was 0.706, indicating that the direct and indirect
effects of MTE and ATU fully explained 70.6% of the variance of BI. This further showed
that ATU and BI are important consequences of MTE.
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5.3. TAM’s Influence on High- and Low-MTE Groups

To further discover the influence of TAM concepts on MTE in terms of different
degrees, a K-means clustering analysis was adopted to divide the respondents into two
groups: a Low-MTE group and a High–MTE group. Subsequently, these two groups were
incorporated into the empirical analysis with a structural equation model (Figure 4). The
results of the analysis indicated that PU and PEOU had a stronger explanatory power
for the High-MTE group (R2

High = 0.589). In the High-MTE group, both PU and PEOU
had significant positive influences on MTE. However, it was noteworthy that for the Low-
MTE group, only PEOU had a significant positive impact on MTE, indicating a relatively
weaker explanatory power for these factors (R2

Low = 0.275). Furthermore, in exploring the
consequences of MTE, the analysis revealed that the High-MTE group had a significant
positive effect on ATU (β = 0.697, p = 0.000) and BI (β = 0.286, p = 0.008). In contrast, the
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Low-MTE group only had a significant positive effect on ATU (β = 0.591, p = 0.000), with
ATU fully mediating the effect on BI.
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6. Discussion
6.1. Theoretical Implications

First, due to the potential of AR technology to reduce tourists’ utilization of physical
tourism resources and to preserve the integrity of cultural heritage, it has been utilized to
enhance the sustainability of cultural heritage tourism destinations [19,36]. A significant
body of relevant tourism types has confirmed the association between AR and tourist
experiences [34,42]. Nevertheless, current research has been confined to indoor tourism
settings, such as museums and exhibitions [3,41], with a paucity of exploration into the
application of AR in outdoor real-world tourism contexts. Therefore, this study focuses on
outdoor natural heritage sites in the context of AR tourism, and reexamines the relationship
between AR and MTE. The findings of this research underscore the significance of AR
technology perception in shaping tourists’ memories in this unique tourism setting, and
how tourists’ MTE reciprocally influences the acceptance of AR. As a result, this study
expands the contextual scope of AR tourism-related research, and enriches the body of
knowledge in the field.

Second, this study excavates the antecedent factors of MTE induced by AR from
the TAM structure of AR, and enriches the internal psychological mechanism of MTE
formation in AR from the perspective of AR technology perception. When tourists perceive
less effort in using AR, they are likely to develop a sense of mastery over the technology,
thereby generating MTE. This finding aligns with a proportion of the conclusions drawn by
Huang et al. (2019) [80], i.e., that the PEOU of mobile applications can create exceptional
experiential value for consumers. Similarly, when tourists perceive that their specific
needs can be well fulfilled with the usage of AR, they consider this technology useful,
thus resulting in the formation of positive travel memories and subsequent MTE. This
conclusion further complements previous evidence on the relationship between PU and
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complex psychological experiences [100,101]. The above findings partially explain the
mechanism of AR as a driving force for sustainable development and forming tourists’
MTE, provide important empirical evidence for AR tourism research on how AR technology
inherently affects tourist experience, and fill in the gaps in previous research directions.
Compared with other related studies [11,20], this study emphasizes the important role of
technological perception in psychological experience, thus expanding its original research
content and conclusions.

Third, this study also identifies the outcome variables of MTE within the TAM struc-
ture, thereby expanding the subjective experience perspective of AR technology acceptance
in outdoor natural heritage tourism. The positive memories and experiences that tourists
acquire during AR tourism contribute to the development of favorable attitudes towards
AR usage. Additionally, these experiences also generate behavioral intentions to use AR
again in tourist destinations and to recommend the application to others. This conclusion
provides new evidence for understanding the theoretical framework of AR application
attitudes and usage behaviors, and further emphasizes the role of user experience in tech-
nology acceptance [83]. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that the MTE generated by
tourists in AR tourism positively influences the BI of AR, mediated by the ATU of AR. This
conclusion not only reaffirms previous research findings regarding the relationship between
MTE and BI in the context of AR tourism [102,103], but also provides further insights into
the mechanisms through which MTE influences BI. The ATU and BI of AR reflect the
potential application value and sustainable development capabilities of AR technology in
terms of applying the technology itself. This exploration provides a long-term theoretical
basis for research into the sustainable application of AR technology in tourism destinations.

Finally, this study explores the specific relationships between various structures of
TAM and different levels of MTE, thereby enhancing existing knowledge in the relevant
field. Tourists with lower levels of MTE show higher sensitivity to the PEOU of AR tech-
nology, with the primary antecedent being the PEOU of AR. For tourists with higher levels
of MTE, the main antecedents include both the PEOU and PU of AR. This underscores
the indispensability of PU in shaping high levels of MTE, while the role of PEOU in high
levels of MTE appears non-essential. This observation may shed light on the previous
insignificant effects of PEOU on technology adoption intentions [79]. When tourists experi-
ence low MTE in AR tourism, the improvement in their BI can only be achieved through
enhancing ATU. However, a high level of MTE can directly affect BI besides the mediation
of ATU. This intriguing finding may find its roots in tourists’ travel motives. Tourists
pursuing AR experience are likely driven by their attitude towards AR, while those seeking
distinctive destination activities through AR are likely motivated by the novelty, enjoy-
ment, and unique experiences facilitated by AR, rather than being solely driven by their
attitude toward AR use. These findings further confirm all the relevant research conclu-
sions mentioned above, and at the same time reveal the differences in antecedents and
consequences in the- High and Low-MTE groups. By providing an in-depth analysis of the
virtuous cycle between AR forming MTE and MTE influencing AR behavioral intention,
this study contributes to the body of evidence supporting AR tourism as a sustainable
tourism behavior.

6.2. Management Implications

The adoption of AR technology by destinations serves to achieve sustainable develop-
ment both economically, by attracting tourist flows [34], and socially and environmentally,
by reducing the strain on physical tourism resources [19]. Thus, the successful imple-
mentation and societal acceptance of AR technology has become pivotal in promoting the
sustainable development of tourist destinations. Additionally, MTE, as a crucial indica-
tor used by destinations to attain competitive advantages and sustainable development
capabilities, plays a vital role in enhancing destination sustainability [53,55]. Therefore,
the series of research conclusions derived from this study undeniably speaks to the need
for sustainable development in the tourism industry, and bears practical significance in
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augmenting destination competitiveness and management proficiency. Specifically, the
managerial implications of this study can be summarized as follows.

The antecedent conclusions of MTE are of great significance to the management and
marketing of tourist destinations. During the process of tourism destination marketing, on
the one hand, AR application developers can simplify the use of steps, optimize the user
interface, and provide guidance and other means so that tourists can quickly understand
and operate the function of the application system and perceive the simplicity of the
application. On the other hand, developers can develop special AR activities in a targeted
manner in combination with the characteristics of the destination and tourists, so that
tourists can perceive the usefulness of the application. Through these two improvement
ideas, it is possible to enhance tourists’ MTE, thereby effectively increasing their loyalty,
fostering cultural preservation and community engagement, and promoting diversification
and innovation within the tourism industry [104–106]. These factors collectively contribute
to the sustainable development and long-term success of the tourism destination.

The findings concerning the consequences of MTE have significant implications for as-
sessing the effectiveness of AR usage and planning the future development of destinations.
On the one hand, destination managers can draw upon these conclusions to evaluate the
effectiveness of AR usage and assess its sustainability performance, and solve problems
in a targeted manner. On the other hand, destination managers can improve the various
dimensions of MTE from different aspects. For instance, adding knowledge elements
to AR applications can enhance knowledge experience for tourists, while designing fun
elements of human–computer interaction can enhance participatory experience. Through
such means, it is possible to effectively enhance tourists’ attitude and intention to use
AR applications. Based on such marketing strategies, not only can destination managers
increase the number of tourists in the destination, but they can also reduce the utilization
of physical tourism resources. This dual benefit contributes to the enduring vitality of the
destination, particularly for natural heritage destinations, thereby providing soft power for
the sustainable development of the destination.

7. Conclusions

AR technology’s application in tourism has been widely recognized as a key technol-
ogy for the sustainable development of the tourism industry. MTE has also been widely
acknowledged as a key indicator for enhancing destination competitiveness. Therefore, to
introducing MTE generated by AR is of great significance to sustainable tourism research.
Based on this, this study takes outdoor natural heritage site AR tourism as the context and
integrates TAM structures and MTE to construct a research model, which aims to explore
the relationship between the structural elements of TAM and MTE. The study identifies the
antecedents of MTE from the TAM structure as the PU and PEOU of AR technology, and
the consequences of MTE as ATU and BI. Additionally, the study reveals differences in the
relationship between the TAM structure and High- and Low-MTE groups. This study ex-
pands the contextual scope of AR tourism research, explains the psychological mechanism
of AR forming MTE from the perspective of TAM, and expands technological acceptance of
AR from the perspective of experience, which promotes the theoretical progress of current
related research. Finally, this study also provides corresponding practical significance for
the sustainable development of tourist destinations.

There are also some limitations in the research process of this study, which will
then provide research directions for future research. Firstly, this study investigates the
application of AR to outdoor natural tourism experiences with cultural heritage elements.
Although they have a certain degree of representativeness, the demographic characteristics
of the tourist group in this case are limited to students and employees. Future research
should encompass the utilization of AR in a broader array of distinctive tourism formats,
aiming to diversify the sample group’s characteristics. Secondly, we employed a traditional
questionnaire survey method to derive certain specific research findings regarding the
relationship between TAM and MTE. However, there exist certain constraints in gaining a
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comprehensive understanding of the benefits of AR for MTE. In the future, it is advisable to
complement this with qualitative research methods, such as interviews and focus groups,
to further delve into the topic, thereby enriching the research conclusions in this area.
Thirdly, due to the strong personalization of travel experience, there may be variations in
the authentic experiences formed by tourists using AR. Future research can further explore
how the individualization of the travel experience affects the real experience generated by
AR. Finally, with the innovative development of information technology, AR functions are
likely to be integrated into the metaverse. In this context, whether the application of AR in
tourism is an opportunity or a challenge is worth further exploration and excavation.
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